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1.0 Introduction

Fig 1 - Dominion Road, 1940

Fig 2 - Dominion Road, 1996

Fig 3 - Dominion Road, 2016
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“History,” accessed February 28, 2017, http://www.dominionrd.
co.nz/2016-06-28-10-14-23/history.
“Timeline of Events - New Zealand in History,” accessed September 22, 2017, http://historynz.org/timeline.html.
“Superdiversity Has Reached Critical Mass - It’s New Zealand’s Future,” NZ Herald, October
18, 2015, http://www.nzherald.co.nz
Ibid.
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Fig 4 - Informal social interaction takes place in an open air street food ‘hub’ in Malaysia

5

“Dominion Road,” Wikipedia, September 12, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Dominion_Road&oldid=800244222

6

“The Journey to 2040 - The Auckland Plan | Auckland Council,” accessed September 22,
2017, http://theplan.theaucklandplan.govt.nz/the-journey-to-2040/

Fig 5 - Atmospheric qualities of a cultural festival (Lantern Festival in Albert Park, Auckland)
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Fig 6 - Food offered in an existing Chinese restaurant on Dominion
Road (Shaoling Noodles)

Fig 7 - Food offered in an existing Thai restaurant on Dominion Road
(Kiss Kiss)

Fig 8 - An array of Asian restaurants on Dominion Road
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2.0 Dominion Road

The Location
Dominion Road is located in the south of the Central Auckland region.7
From an aerial view, it i s perceived as a main artery that connects
(the heart of Auckland) Auckland CBD and runs south across several
suburbs. It is situated in a suburban area that is in proximity to the urban
area of Auckland CBD. Dominion Road lies in centre of four volcanic
cones - Maungawhau (Mount Eden), Te Tātua-a-Riukiuta (Three Kings),
Mount Roskill and Owairaka (Mount Albert) in Central Auckland. It is also
classified as an Ethnic Precinct in the Auckland Council’s city plan.8

7
8

Auckland Transport, Central-Suburbs-Consultation-Map, accessed September 22, 2017,
https://at.govt.nz/media/1866062/central-suburbs-consultation-map.pdf.
Auckland Council, Ethnic Precincts In Auckland: Understanding The Role And
Function Of The Balmoral Shops, accessed April 9, 2017, http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.
nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/planspoliciespublications/technicalpublications/
tr2015015ethnicprecinctaucklandrolefunctionbalmoralshops.pdf.

dominion road, auckland

Fig 9 - The relationship of Dominion Road in the urban and suburban
context of Auckland

Fig 10 - The geographical location of Dominion Road
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“Dominion Road Upgrade,” accessed February 28, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/projectsroadworks/dominion-road-upgrade/.
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Fig 11 - Analysis of Dominion Road itself
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“Central-Suburbs-Consultation-Map”, accessed 22 September 2017, https://at.govt.nz/
media/1866062/central-suburbs-consultation-map.pdf.
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Side Streets are transitions between the public and the private; the
busy and the quiet; the fast and the slow circulations. Majority of the side
streets branching off from Dominion Road are conjoined to another road,
except for the five street that are indicated red in Figure 12. The side
streets range from 80m to 800m long and 6.5m to 12m wide.
The starting point of every side streets are bounded by properties on both
sides. The building typologies are either one to two storey retail shops,
offices or residential houses. More specifically, there are 18 side streets that
are bounded by retail shops and offices. Majority of these have designated
side street parkings for customers.
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Fig 12 - Analysis of Dominion Road’s side streets
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The Transportation
The linearity of Dominion Road that was established in its early
days has validated a major public transport route to and fro the
Auckland CBD. Horse-bus was the first form of public transport on the
road, dated back to the late 1870s. The horse-bus service ran from the
corner of Balmoral Road to the City Centre, providing transport for the
opulent to travel to their workplaces during the weekdays and to church on
Sundays. Thirty years later in 1902, the electric tram was introduced. The
electric tram service initially ran from the corner of Valley Road to the
City Centre. It was later extended to Balmoral Road and Mount Albert
Road. The introduction of the electric tram has led to an increase of retail
density along Dominion Road. The convenience of the electric tram and the
accessibility of shops both indirectly ease the hardships of early settlers by
providing their basic essentials.11 Nevertheless, the electric tramline was
discontinued in 1956 and was substituted with diesel-powered buses.
The dedicated bus lanes and frequent bus services (up to five
minutes during peak hours) along Dominion Road have encouraged the
utilization of public transport.12 Nowadays, the buses carry
50,000 passengers each week between Auckland CBD and the
southern suburbs through Dominion Road.13 Although there are no tram
services at present, yet the future light-rail project commuting between
Auckland CBD to Airport via Dominion Road was
11
12
13

“History,” accessed February 28, 2017, http://www.dominionrd.co.nz/2016-06-28-10-14-23/
history.
“Dominion Road – Yay, a World-Class Bus Route,” Greater Auckland, January 28, 2010,
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2010/01/28/dominion-road-yay-a-world-class-bus-route/.
“Dominion Road,” Wikipedia, September 12, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Dominion_Road&oldid=800244222

Fig 13 - The introduction of electric trams in the early 1900s triggered suburban expansion. This is
Dominion Road, near the corner of Valley Road. Shops were often sited next to the tram stops, to
attract custom.

Fig 14 - Bus priority implementation has provided better traffic flow between cars, buses and cycles

Fig 15 - Future light rail to be established within the next 30 years will provide the capacity to carry
more passengers efficiently (between Auckland CBD and Auckland Airport)
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“Airport Light Rail Confirmed, but Not for 30 Years,” New Zealand Herald, March 24, 2017,
sec. National, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11824942.
“Story: Cars and the motor industry,” Te Ara, July 12, 2017, https://www.teara.govt.nz/en/
photograph/22832/aucklands-first-car
“Story: Cars and the motor industry,” Te Ara, July 12, 2017, https://teara.govt.nz/en/
graph/22833/cars-registered
“Story: Cars and the motor industry,” Te Ara, July 12, 2017, https://teara.govt.nz/en/
cars-and-the-motor-industry
“Dominion Road,” Wikipedia, September 12, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Dominion_Road&oldid=800244222
“Dominion Road Upgrade,” accessed February 28, 2017, https://at.govt.nz/projects
roadworks/dominion-road-upgrade/.

Fig 16 - Dominion Road Cycle Route
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Fig 17 - Analysis of the transportation within Dominion Road’s vicinity
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Fig 18 - Analysis of Dominion Road’s topography
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BUILDING TYPOLOGIES

The Building Typologies
The three town centres along Dominion Road differ in sizes. The area size
diminishes as it locates further away from the Auckland CBD. This is
attributable to the period of their establishments. Town centre A that is
located at the intersection of Dominion Road and Valley Road has the
largest area since the electric tram was first operated in this part of the
Dominion Road. The distance between town centre A-B is also shorter, at
0.9km. Whilst, town centre B-C are 1.5km apart.

CUISINES

restaurants

chinese

japanese, korean

western

retails

thai, vietnamese

malaysian
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offices, communiy, centres,
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Fig 19 - Analysis of Dominion Road’s cuisines
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Fig 20 - Analysis of Dominion Road’s building typologies
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LOCAL CENTRE ZONE
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MIXED HOUSING
URBAN ZONE

Fig 21 - Analysis between the previous (Notified version) and new (Operative version) Auckland’s Unitary Plan - refer Appendix for legend

MIXED HOUSING
SUBURBAN ZONE

“Auckland’s Car Park Crunch: ‘There’s Not a Single Park for Us’,” New Zealand
Herald, May 17, 2017, sec. Business, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/
article.cfm?c_ id=3&objectid=11856196.
Bernard Orsman, “Major Housing Development Planned for Prime Dominion Rd Site,”NZ
Herald, September 10, 2017, sec. Business, Property, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/
business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11919820.

SINGLE HOUSING ZONE

intensification areas

Fig 22 - Current and future high density housing developments within and in proximity to
Dominion Road (from the top : Dominion Valley Apartment, Botanica Apartment,
Daisy Apartment)
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Apart from public transport services, Dominion Road also encompasses public
amenities such as parks, public toilets and public telephone
booths incorporated with free Wi-Fi. In spite of that, a few of these
amenities are under-utilized. Therefore, this project seeks to incorporate the
utilization of the existing public amenities and services for a more
comfortable experience of street food and festival events.
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Fig 23 - Analysis of Dominion Road’s existing services and public amenities
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“2013 Census QuickStats about a Place,” accessed September 22, 2017, http://
www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-abouta-place.aspx.
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Fig 24 - Analysis of the individual suburb’s demographic in comparison to Dominion Road and Auckland
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Hospitality Business, “Dominion Road Dining Guide Campaign Continues,” Hospitality
Business, August 20, 2016, http://www.hospitalitybusiness.co.nz/2016/08/20/dominion
road-dining-guide-campaign-continues/.
Auckland Council, Ethnic Precincts In Auckland: Understanding The Role And
Function Of The Balmoral Shops, accessed April 9, 2017, http://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.
nz/SiteCollectionDocuments/aboutcouncil/planspoliciespublications/
technicalpublications/tr2015015ethnicprecinctaucklandrolefunctionbalmoralshops.pdf.

Fig 25 - Dominion Road weekday’s vibe

Fig 26 - Dominion Road weekend’s vibe

Critical Summary
Based on the various analysis of Dominion Road, seven valuable elements are
identified as follow and they are listed according to their importance.
1. The diversity of Asian cuisines. This evinces that Dominion Road’s name as
"the place" for diverse Asian cuisines, which is engraved in the perception
of Aucklanders.
2. The largeness of Asian population in Dominion Road asserts that a strong
Asian ethnic group is a backbone support for Asian cultural activities.
3. The established public bus transportation, the new cycleway and the future
light- rail project has undeniably and will continue to provide easier accessibility
to Dominion Road. This will boost the use of public transport and cycling.
4. The linearity of Dominion Road and the numerous side streets that
are linked to another road enable flexible motor vehicle circulations,
especially during events that require road closure.
5. The linear organization of Dominion Road that spreads out building
typologies, public amenities and services elongates the influence of ‘high
street’
6. The location of Dominion Road in a suburban area which is also in proximity
to the urban area of Auckland CBD depicts an extended influence to the urban
realm.
7. The diverse terrain overlook towards a few sections of Dominion Road,
Auckland CBD’s Skycity Tower and volcanic area is a visual metaphorical
connection between the diverse ethnics and this land that they lived in.
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3.0 The Programme(s)

Street food
Street food has a long-standing history in sustaining communities in Asia,
especially during times of economic hardship. Its inception came from the
need for affordable solutions for the poor to attain sustenance. It was
also a way for ‘coolies’25 and their family members to sustain themselves
in a foreign land. Nevertheless, the evolution of street food has shifted
from being a source of food for the poor to a celebration of ethnic cultures
in the present day. For example, ramen that was brought to Japan by
the Chinese over a century ago which has then developed acquired regional
variations. The ethnic culture of a region is celebrated and manifested
through its regional street food.26 Therefore, the integration of street food
in this project hopes to bring out the cultural ‘flavours’ of each country
that will enrich ethnic cuisine experiences in Auckland.
25

Fig 27 - Street food in ancient days and the current diverse street food culture in Asia

26

‘Coolies’ can be an offensive term. It was used to decribe an unskilled labourer employed
cheaply, especially one bought from Asia.
“Street food,” Wikipedia, August 10, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Street_food
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Fig 28 - Hand-sketched study of Asian street food stall configurations and arrangements
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Fig 29 - Dine-out affordability in Auckland

Fig 30 - Locations of street food-alike events in Auckland in relation to Dominion Road
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27
Fig 31 - The Chinese custom of celebrating Mid-Autumn festival is		
savouring mooncake with tea and lighting up paper lanterns

“Mid-Autumn Festival,” Wikipedia, September 18, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Mid-Autumn_Festival&oldid=801228231.
Fig 32 - The Vietnamese custom of celebrating Mid-Autumn festival
is the extensive use and decoration of lanterns

Fig 33 - The Korean custom of celebrating Mid-Autumn festival
is savouring fresh rice cakes and paying respect to the elders
(often dressed in Korean traditional costumes)
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CULTURAL FESTIVALS CELEBRATED ANNUALLY IN ASIA
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Fig 34 - Locations of cultural festivals celebrated across Auckland

cultural festivals happening in 17 weekends, an average of 1.5 event every fortnight

Fig 35 - A timeline of Asian cultural festivals in relation to Auckland’s weather
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28
29

J. Mark Schuster, “Ephemera, Temporary Urbanism, and Imaging” (working paper, Cultural
Policy, Irving B. Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies,
University of Chicago, Illinois, 2001).
Ibid.

30
31

J. Mark Schuster, “Ephemera, Temporary Urbanism, and Imaging” (working paper, Cultural
Policy, Irving B. Harris Graduate School of Public Policy Studies, University of
Chicago, Illinois, 2001).
Sarah Bonnemaison, “City Policies and Cyclical Events:Celebrations: Urban
Spaces Transformed,” Design Quarterly, No. 147 (1990): 24-32.

Fig 36 - Visible impact of ephemeral events across Auckland (from left : Pakuranga Auckland Night Market, Silo Cinema, American Cup’s Parade on Queen Stree

44

In ‘What time is this place’, Kevin Lynch’s analysis on ‘celebrated time’
pointed out the influences of time in ephemeral events. “Places can be
given a particular look at particular times.”32 Time and space operate
coherently to create a specific experience of a space. In other words, a
space filled with objects that have a particular time attached have the ability
to create a time travel experience. For example, a room filled with old
Christmas decorations and new Christmas decorations beautifully fuse
the recollection of past Christmas memories in the present. With this,
memories are vivid history with the time attached. Likewise, a space filled
with distinctive elements of another place is capable to create a space
travel experience. For example, an outdoor ‘paifang’33 and sculptures that
are often seen at the entrance of a Chinatown transform a place outside
China into ‘a China’.
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weekdays | 9pm
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Kevin Lynch, What Time Is This Place? (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1972), 83.
‘Paifan’ is a traditional style of Chinese architectural arch or gateway structure.

Fig 37 - Study of routined activaties in Dominion Road’s Town centre C
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This section is dedicated to the study of the street qualities and the roles
of 'high street' in a suburban scenario. “The dual role of high streets as
signifiers of communal identity and as subsidiary nodes in economic
topography means a comprehensive account must contend with both the
tangibility of what high streets do in socio-economic terms, as well as the
intangibility of what they mean to local people.”34 ‘High street’ is
essentially a living space in a larger context where it serves a number of
households near its vicinity. It provides a place for social interactions
within the community that cannot otherwise take place in a domestic
living area. It is a network-topos where a community is able to encounter
itself in time and space.35 The utilisation of a ‘high street’ demonstrates
the association of the demographic within its community. ‘High street’ is
an overview of its community in building forms.
Fig 38 - ‘Living space’ of a domestic house
34

Laura Vaughan, Suburban Urbanities: Suburbs and the Life of the High Street (London:
UCL Press, 2015), 32.
Ibid, 45-49.

Fig 39 - ‘Living space’ in a suburb context

Fig 40 - Street qualities of Valley Road shops (Town centre A)
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The street front is the “space between the building facade and the public rightof-way which is an essential part of the image and the character of a street
and is dependent on the positive interaction between ground-floor uses and
the public pavement”.38 First of all, “rich, open and detail building
frontages are exciting and interesting for walkers, as they provide a place
where they can enjoy a complex sensorial experience”.39 Secondly, Gehl
also suggested that the physical and visual accessibilities between public
pavement and the internal space contribute to the liveliness of street
frontage.40 “The number of units visible at eye level contributes to the
density of activities taking place on the street and gives a good proxy for the
‘granularity’ of the streetscape.”41

Fig 41- Street qualities of Balmoral Shops and Mt Roskill Shops (Town centre B & C)

36

Ibid.
Ibid.
Jan Gehl, Life between Buildings Using Public Space (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1987), 28-29.
Laura Vaughan, Life between buildings: Using public space (London: UCL Press, 2015), 108.

Laura Vaughan, Suburban Urbanities: Suburbs and the Life of the High Street (London:
UCL Press, 2015), 107.
Ibid.

Fig 42 - Analysis of the ‘betweenness’ along Dominion Road

defining intersection (major transport exit/entrance to dominion road)

defining intersection (major pedestrian exit/entrance to dominion road)
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Jane Jacobs “stressed the importance of diversity as a contributor
to successful place-making”.42 Diversity explored in various scale spices
up a ‘high street’ and brings enthusiasm to the full.43 A variety of activities
that occur at a different time of the day, week or months, generate
diverse sensorial experiences that take place at ground level for the
pedestrian to enjoy. These sensorial experiences breed multiple social
memories of the same place which edify the life of walkers. This will
inevitably add depth to its meaning and impact to the local community who
already has a sense of belonging. The diversity of activities and sensorial
experience on ground level attract a diver population of the city and
permanent inhabitants which will then expands social understanding, and
enhances dynamic synergy between people. For example, Fifth Avenue in
New York is a thoroughfare as well as a platform for a number of parades
to take place annually. The different parades attract different
demographic. The different atmospheres and activities created by
different parades on the same street have created different vivid
memories which add to the liveliness of Fifth Avenue.

42
43
Fig 43 - Diverse parades and festivals along the same thoroughfare of Fifth Avenue in New York
(top row : Ticker-tape Parade, St Patrick’s Festival, Easter Parade) (bottom row : Puerto Rican Day Parade, Macy’s Thanksgiving Parade, Santa Parade)

Laura Vaughan, Suburban Urbanities: Suburbs and the Life of the High Street (London:
UCL Press, 2015), 109.
Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Pelican Books (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1964), 143-48.
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This section studies the linearity of Dominion Road that is a prominent
feature through the lens of basic architectural theory. “The form of a
linear organization is inherently flexible and can respond readily to various
conditions of its site. It can adapt to changes in topography,
and maneuver around a body of water or a stand of trees, or turn to orient
spaces to capture sunlight and views. It can be straight, segmented,
curvilinear.”44
The linearity of the road itself has fashioned linear arrangements of
buildings on both sides of Dominion Road. The linearity is connected by
their shared outward views facing the Dominion Road. It is also
informed by the rich, open and detail street front treatment and the same
entry/exit orientations. Although the building typologies differ on
Dominion Road, the similarities outlined above enable them to carry out
their functions independently and coherently.
44

Francis D. K. Ching author, Architecture: Form, Space, & Order, Fourth edition..
(Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, 2015), 218-27.

Fig 44 - Traffic movement and intensity along Dominion Road
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Francis D. K. Ching author, Architecture: Form, Space, & Order, Fourth edition..
(Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, 2015), 218-27.
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Fig 45 - Linearity in section and its relation to parades

Fig 46 - Flexible spectators’ movements along the linearity organisation of a parade

Fig 47 - Terrain along a linear road enhanced the city image in the backgroun of
Korean History Exhibit in Los Angeles, US
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5.0 Architectural Precedents
festival location

train stop

vietnamese shops

bus stop

detour route

tram stop

the 'usual'

the 'ephemeral'
- during vietnamese tet lunar festival

Fig 48 - Motor vehicle ‘detour’ route during the festival

Fig 49 - Usual occupation of the road for tram, cars and cycles

Fig 50 - Cross sections of the road showing the ‘usual’ and the ‘ephemeral’ occupations

(Vietnamese Tết) Victoria Street Lunar Festival, Richmond, Melbourne
The(Vietnamese Tết)Victoria Street Lunar Festival in Richmond, Melbourne is
a useful precedent for this research due to its location.Tết is a term for
Lunar Festival traditionally celebrated by Vietnamese people.46 There are
11 lunar festivals celebrated across Melbourne47 during the first two
weekends on the lunar calendar, each with a unique festival theme. The
lunar festival is celebrated by a few ethnicities including Chinese, Malaysian
and Vietnamese.
The Victoria Street Lunar Festival is a Vietnamese Tết themed lunar festival
primarily held in this part of Melbourne due to the existing demographic of
this suburb. It is an annual event that has lasted for nearly a quarter of a
century and has made Victoria Street in Richmond its ‘home’. The residential
and business community in this suburb are largely Vietnamese people, thus
the festival is actively hosted and sustained by its Vietnamese community.
Victoria Street is a main arterial route that runs from Melbourne CBD to the
East of Melbourne, intersecting two suburbs - East Melbourne and
Richmond. This festival happens on a segment of Victoria Street that is in
proximity to the Melbourne CBD. The geographical location of this event
is the Richmond suburb, located at the perimeter of Melbourne CBD.
The 17m wide road is a shared route for ground level transport trams,
cars and bicycles. The festival which took place on the street itself,
occupies approximately 40m long of the road.48 There is an interim
46
47
48

“Tết,” Wikipedia, September 12, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=T%E1%BA%BFt&oldid=800245041.
“Lunar New Year Festival 2018 | Melbourne,” accessed September 23, 2017, https://www.
onlymelbourne.com.au/melbourne-lunar-new-year-festivals#.WcX6e2iCyUk.
“Victoria Street Lunar Festival 2018, Event, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia,” Visit Victoria
Home, accessed September 23, 2017, http://www.visitvictoria.com/regions/Melbourne/
Events/Multicultural/Victoria-Street-Lunar-Festival-2017.aspx.
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Fig 51 - Ephemeral activities on Victoria Street during Vietnamese Tet (from left : The ‘Lion dance’ performance, food stalls and markets, vietnamese ‘cyclo’)

49
50

‘New Year Festivities Twice as Nice’, 16 January 2017, http://www.heraldsun.com.au/
leader/south-east/springvale-lunar-new-year-festival-one-of-thestates-premierchinese-new-year-events/news-story/12b97ca52e8d47a8dbe78ebce40bc723.
“2017 LUNAR NEW YEAR FESTIVAL HELD IN RICHMOND, MELBOURNE,” TVTS, accessed
September 23, 2017, http://tvtsonline.com.au/en/tv_online/2017-lunar-new-yearfestival-held-richmond-melbourne/.
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The Bastille Day Street Festival in Remuera has been selected as
an informative exemplar due to its application of roadside carpark and
paved walkway. This precedent is analysed based on personal
experience. This is an annual local event that celebrates French culture and
commemorates the
French
Revolution.51
This
family-friendly
festival
offers
a profusion of French-related food, goods and
performances. The street is decorated with a mixture of the French
colours of blue, red and white to intensify the festive French
ambience.52
51
Fig 52 - Ephemeral activities on the sides of Remuera Road during Bastille Day Festival (from left : dressed in french avatars, french food stalls, small group performances)

52

“Bastille Day,” Wikipedia, September 14, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title=Bastille_Day&oldid=800576579.
“Bastille Day Street Festival,” accessed September 23, 2017, http://
www.remuera.org.nz/what-s-on/event-calendar/
g-7-3utonilh1nslo01hgb9jp9pgf0_201707142200.
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the 'usual'

festival location
festival circulation
traffic light crossing
bus stop

the 'ephemeral'
- during bastille day festival

The festival takes place on both sides of a main road - Remuera Road. The
activities happen on the roadside carpark and paved walkway. A number of
the roadside carparks are occupied by mobile stalls during the festival.
The occupation of street food stalls was possible with approved consent
from the Auckland Council and event manager or landowner. The
footpath immediately in front of the retail shops became occupied areas
with stall setups for shoppers to enjoy.
The festival chiefly engages both sides of the road, leaving the road itself
undisrupted and operates as routine. The activities on both sides of the road
are connected with safe pedestrian crossing at the traffic lights on both ends,
which creates a safe and continuous festival experience.
The component of shared spaces and continuous circulation of Bastille
Day Street Festival can be employed to Dominion Road in the same
modus operandi. These two essences will allow Dominion Road to function
normally as a main road for motor vehicles and cycles while celebrating street
food and cultural events.

Fig 53 - Circulation of the Bastille Day without needing to occupy the road

Fig 54 - Cross sections of the road showing the ‘usual’ and the ‘ephemeral’ occupations
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Fig 55 - Scenes of Left Bank Cuba Mall during the day, night and Wellington’s Friday Night Market

Wellington Friday Night Market is included as a practical learning model
owing to three main determinants. This comprised of effective use of existing
buildings as a weather barrier, its layout within a small alleyway and its
capacity to serve the city weekly.53 The marketplace is tucked within the
Left Bank of Cuba Mall’s courtyard where its point of entry and exit are
located on the Northwest and Southeast. Both entry/exit points are
perpendicular to the wind direction. The location is well shielded by the
buildings in the Northeast and Southwest that is also perpendicular to the
wind direction. The Southeast entry point is connected to a major
pedestrian route; whilst the Northwest entry point is connected to a
motor vehicle route. This strategic entry and exit route allows access for
the food trucks and stall holders from the Northwest end, avoiding
interruption of the pedestrian flow at the Southeast entry point, therefore
maintaining a pedestrian traffic along Cuba Street.
53

“Wellington Night Market,” Wellington Night Market, accessed September 23, 2017,
https://www.wellingtonnightmarket.co.nz
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northwest entry
the 'usual'

cub
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have ripple effect on this new ephemeral event.

southeast entry
the 'ephemeral'
- during wellington's friday night market

retail shops		

restaurants		

night market location		

market stalls

Fig 56 - Analytical plans (from the top : Entry points and existing businesses types, Wellington’s Friday Night Market stall layout)

The Night Market extends roughly 130m long and varies between 6.3m to
9.5m wide. The stalls are arranged in small groups in a linear configuration.
This weekly celebration of cuisine, culture and creativity regularly entices
5,000 visitors54 to experience the market in a duration of six hours, from 5
pm to 11pm.55 The success of the Market has recently promoted ‘Pop-Up
Bazaar’ - another ephemeral platform for local emerging artists to showcase
their works to the public.56 It is hoped that the success of the Market will

Auckland has a similar weather climate as Wellington. The usage of existing
building as wind barrier makes the outdoor event feasible. The laneway
sites situated in Dominion Road can be strategized with the same logistic
circulation ideology to discrete pedestrian and stall holder’s car entry and
exit points.

54
Fig 57 - Cross sections of the alleyway during the ‘usual’ and the ‘ephemeral’ occupations

55

“Market Joins Wellington’s Night Scene,” Stuff, accessed September 23, 2017, https://
www. stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/capital-life/7188351/Market-joins-Wellingtons-nightscene.
“Wellington Night Market,” Wellington Night Market, accessed September 23, 2017,
https://www.wellingtonnightmarket.co.nz
Ibid.
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Future Shack by Sean Godsell
Sean Godsell’s Future Shack is an architectural criterion, examining its
flexibility to create different spaces using adjustable elements. Future
Shack is a self-contained dwelling unit that was originally a non-functional
shipping container.57 The interior is lined with plywood on all six surfaces which
covers the four walls, ceiling and floor. The plywood wall linings are pieces
of basic furniture that are designed to be adjustable via simple hinged
principle. This idea is able to transform a small space into different
functional spaces. For instance, a piece of plywood near the kitchen can
be fold-out and supported by a timber post to create a table for the dining
area. Another piece of customized plywood with boundary frames can
be fold-out and sustained by timber posts to act as a base for the mattress
and transfigure the space into a sleeping area.

fold
out
bed
base

fold out
dining
table

fold out
canopy

The idea of fold-out and fold-away furniture panels can be implemented to
this project to accommodate a variety of cooking procedures and
dining events.

Fig 58 - Transformation of a space with fold-out and fold-away furniture pieces
Fig 59 - Floor plans and cross section of the Future Shack
Leon Van Schaik, Sean Godsell: Works and Projects (Milan: Electaarchitecture, 2005), 30-36.
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compartmentized
individual dishes, a similar
concept to street food
culture. each street food
stall often specialize in one
type of food

delicate interior and exterior
presentations inpire the idea
of expressing different ethnic
culture on the 'bento skin'
for this project
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individual korean street food stalls

“Bento,” Wikipedia, September 18, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Bento.

Fig 60 - Japanese Bento types
(top row : Shōkadō bentō - traditional black-lacquered bento box, Hinomaru bento - plain
rice with umeboshi)
(bottom row : Kyaraben - character decorated bento, Kamameshi bentō - food cooked in
claypot bento)

individual chinese street food stalls

Fig 61 - Borrowing from the idea of the ‘Japanese Bento’

59

“Bento,” Wikipedia, September 18, 2017, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Bento.
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simple structure

exploring stacking pattern

stackability = five maximum
units

addition of wheels enable
stackability via sliding
60

NZ Transport Agency, “Light Trailers | NZ Transport
Agency,” accessed September 27, 2017, https://
www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/vehicle-types/vehicle-classesand-standards/vehicle-dimensions-and-mass/light-trailers/.

Fig 62 - Defining form and sizes of the ‘bento set’

Fig 63 - Digital 3D model iterations

final structures
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The integration of fold-out and fold-away ideas from
Sean Godsell’s Future Shack enables furniture,
shelter and signage panels to fit within the structural
frame. A ‘sliding’ element can be added into the
folding idea to enhance its functional flexibility for
cooking, serving and dining.
Materials
The disadvantage with stackable idea lies in its
weight. Light but durable material and prudent
specifications includes the selection of aluminium
frames, plhigh density polyethylene thermoplastic
(HDPE) furniture panels and sail-type canvas as
canopies. These materials can significantly reduce the
overall weight of the ‘bento set’.

Fig 64 - Interior occupations define the folding and sliding of furniture pieces and shelter

Fig 65 - Digital 3D model iterations
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china, hong kong, taiwan

japan, korea

india, bangladesh,
sri langka, nepal

burma, thailand, cambodia,
laos, vietnam

malaysia, singpaore, brunei,
indonesia, philippines

three kings						
three kings is an ideal area for the cultural events of
these two ethnic groups to be held due to their existing

mount eden (south)			

maungawhau											
maungawhau is an ideal area for the
cultural events of these three ethnic
groups to be held due to their existing

balmoral								

balmoral-sherbourne is an ideal area for
the cultural events of these two ethnic
groups to be held due to their existing

sherbourne		

mount eden (north)

eden
terrace

Fig 66 - Location of ethnic support from the existing restaurants define the possible location of a particular ethnic cultural event
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lunar market, asb showground (29,400m2)

thai songkran, mt albert memorial hall (13,500m2)

Based on the festival table in Chapter 3.0 The Programme(s), there are one to
two Asian festivals that are viable along Dominion Road every fortnight. The
festivals that operate in Auckland vary in size and are relatively proportional
to the composition of its ethnic group in Auckland. However, the occupation
is not limited to the full width of Dominion Road. There are only two festivals
that will require occupation of the full width of Dominion Road - namely the
Lantern Festival and the Diwali Festival.  
The occupation of Dominion Road’s full width requires short-term scheduled
road closure for festival referring particularly to the deactivation of dieselpowered vehicle circulation. The numerous side streets enable short detours
through residential areas. The strategic location of festival with both ends
located close to a bus stop or future light-rail stop encourages the maximum
usage of public transport during event.

taiwan festival, aotea square (9,700m2)
vietnamese tet, mt eden memorial hall (1,500m2)

permanent
businesses

motor-vehicle

phillipines sinulog, north shore event centre (7,100m2)

japan day, the cloud (4,700m2)

Fig 67 - Sizes of ethnic cultural festivals celebrated in Auckland

permanent
businesses

temporary
businesses

motor-vehicle

Fig 69 - Cross section showing pedestrian footpath as a separation of two zones

Fig 68 - Strategic location of festival (indicated yellow) near bus stop or future light-rail stop
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Fig 70 - Laneway-and-carpark spaces on Dominion Road
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Balmoral shops. These two sites are viewed as promising areas for street food
stalls and small festivals that also accommodate visitors by cars.
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Another potential site typology is an open carpark space. It is considered
as a popular spot for ephemeral activities in Auckland whereby many
weekend markets often take place. Correspondingly, the Auckland Night
Markets occupy a large carpark spaces. A similar site could be utilized
on Dominion Road. It is a carpark space of a medium-sized vegetable store and
located behind this property is a larger carparking space. Another site that
is located in proximity to an open large carpark space is a laneway behind

shop

road
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The linear organization of Dominion Road enables the extension of an area
required for any festival. The occupation of festivals can be a combination of:
- Dominion Road itself
- roadside carpark
- side street
- laneway

stalls on the west
are protected by
existing buildings

stalls on the east
will be affected by
strong wind and may
create small wind
tunnels in between
stalls and along
pedestrian pavement

Most of the night markets in Auckland are sheltered due to Auckland’s rainy
weather especially during Winter and Spring. Another weather concern with
regards to the strong south-westerly wind often experienced in Auckland.
Therefore, street food stalls should be strategically arranged closer to each
other on the west side of Dominion Road. The existing buildings and canopies
on the west side can act as a wind barrier - a direct application from the
architectural precedent of Wellington Friday Night Market.

The aim to forge a memorable experience for people to encounter a
food and culture drives this project. Basic amenities such as water and
electricity enable the fundamental operation of the street food stalls. The
issue of water is can be addressed through the integration of an adaptor
as part of the architectural design to draw water supply from existing fire
hydrant. The same mode applies to electricity. In this social media era, access
to Wi-Fi is important especially the young people. The study of Dominion Road
has marked a few telephone booths that has free Wi-Fi supplied by Sparks - a
telecommunication company. This suggests that Wi-Fi access will be able to
set up and the integration of free Wi-Fi into the architectural design could
become a passive solution to promote both the ephemeral cultural activities
and the broadband supplier.

Fig 71 - Existing buildings on the west act as wind barrier

Fig 72 - Smallest unit of the ‘bento set’ as utility pod
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7.0 Design Outcome
laneway / open carpark space

side street

road

roadside carpark

Fig 73 - Site typolgies on Dominion Road
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Road and Roadside carpark
The occupation of the road is necessary for
parade-type festivals. The roadside carpark space
becomes an unavoidable area to be included as part of
the occupation of the road. The occupation of the
roadside is to remain as the main location for ‘bentos’
for easy retraction and expansion during and after
parade. The close arrangement of ‘bentos’ during
parade makes space for spectators to enjoy the
performance and limits the selling and buying of food.
The spaced-out arrangement of ‘bentos’ after parade
loosen the overall area for social interactions. Figure 75 is
an illustration of the occupation of roadside after the
parade.
Fig 74 - Granularity of the ‘Road and Roadside carpark’ occupation DURING parade

Fig 75 - Granularity of the ‘Road and Roadside carpark’ occupation AFTER parade
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Side Street and Roadside carpark

Side Street and Laneway
This combination o f occupation is al so suitable
for ephemeral events without parade. The
limited entry points and the wider area
encourage ‘wandering’ experience. The closure
of these areas also provides a safe circulation
for the setup of ‘bentos’ without destructing
the traffic flow on Dominion Road, particularly
during rush hours.

This combination o f occupations is suitable for
ephemeral events without parade. It enables
Dominion Road to function n ormally a s motorvehicle traffic route. Th e occupation of side
street creates a continuous journey between
two arrays of shops and street food stalls. The
closure of a side street re-directs cars via a
short ‘detour’ through the neighbouring side
streets.

Fig 76 - Granularity of the ‘Side street and Roadside carpark’ occupation

Fig 77 - Granularity of the ‘Side street and Laneway’ occupation
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Roadside carpark and Laneway
This combination is suitable for ephemeral events without
parade. It captures visitors travelling by foot or public
transport on one end and visitors travelling by cars on the
other end. It enables ephemeral events to take place whilst
maintaining the motor-vehicle traffic flow on Dominion
Road and side streets.

Fig 78 - Granularity of the ‘Laneway and Roadside carpark’ occupation
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Rachel Cooper, Graeme Evans, Christopher Boyko, “The generation of
diversity,” in Designing Sustainable Cities, (Iowa : Wiley-Blackwell Pub, 2009),
220.

Fig 79 - The ‘bento skin’ indicated yellow
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wok
gas

Identical furniture module on
both sides enable flexibility
to
rotate
and
move
around ‘bento’ at any site
with
zero
or minimal
obstruction.

Equal sized furniture panels
create adaptability to extend
cooking and serving benches as
required.

Fig 80 - Adjustable furnitures to form a specific cook’s workstation for comfortable cooking

Inactive furniture panels act
as safety barrier from cars (in
a roadside setting) and also a
division element between stalls.
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SIGHT
The sensorial experience of ‘sight’ is triggered via the setup of the ‘bentos’. The canopies and signages within the ‘bento skin’ are personalised to express the
ethnic culture. The canopies are sheets of canvas that can be attached through zips. The pattern on the canvas is the lacquered element that presents a culture
through colour, light and shadow. Light and shadow cast during daytime and night accordingly through natural light and artificial light will enrich the cultural
experience.
The location and arrangement of ‘bentos’ can periodically activate the sense of ‘sight’ for motor vehicles that pass by. The partial visibility of the cultural
activities through the gaps between the ‘bentos’ naturally equip partial engagement and may stir the spectator’s curiosity.

Fig 81 - Customizable canopy and signage
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TOUCH
The sense of ‘touch’ is initiated through eating styles - the postures of eating and the tools that are used to taste food. The adjustable table and benches enable
people to savour the food either by standing, sitting on high benches or sitting on standard height benches. A mixture of these eating posture adds dynamic to
the atmosphere.

EAT STANDING  
by a bar-height table introduces fast
food consumption and short interaction
at one place. This dining arrangement is
used by food stalls that offer food with
no cutlery necessitation such as skewers.
The informality of this eating posture
attracts mostly teenagers and young adults.
Fig 82 - Adjustable dining furniture to cater for different dining postures

EAT SITTING ON HIGH BENCHES
prolongs the motions of eating and social
interaction. This dining arrangement is
mainly used by food stalls that offer food
with cutlery, such as ramen and dumpling
stalls.

EAT SITTING ON STANDARD HEIGHT BENCHES
is the most comfortable dining posture.
The height is suitable for people of all ages
including children and senior citizens.  
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SMELL
The sense of ‘smell’ is engaged through the presence of cuisines. The fold-out components within the ‘bento skin’ creates void for food aroma to travel from
the interior of the ‘bento’ to the exterior of ‘bento’. The larger the area of void will allow more aroma travelling outward. Wind can also be the driver for the
dispersion of smell. The location of the ‘bento’ on the west side of Dominion Road filters the aroma to the road. Whilst, locating the ‘bento’ on the east side of
Dominion Road will intensify the smell in the street front, which may create discomfort for some.

Fig 83 - Occupation on the west is ideal as south-westerly wind diffuse smell to the road and ultimately to the sky

Fig 84 - Occupation on the east is not idea when there is a strong south-westerly wind as it forces smell towards the existing retail shops
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HEARING
The sense of ‘hearing’ is activated from the sound of cooking, social interactions and sometimes music. The reverberation of sound (shown as half-tone) may be
transmitted to the road to stir curiosity of spectators.

The sound of social interactions between
the cook-customers, diners, event goers
amplify the liveliness of a street front
of a ‘high street’. A concentration of a
particular ethnic group speaking native
language intensify the ethnic cultural
experience.

Fig 85 - Diagramatic perpective showing the types of sound and reverberatiions

The sound of cooking (frying, stir-frying)
is an intimation of food preparation. It
activates curiosity through the ears of
event goers.

Another
sound
element
that
may intensify the experience of
ethnic culture is through the sound of
traditional or pop music.
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8.0 Conclusion

Dominion Road has had a long history of evolution. From farm land

The small architectural intervention of the ‘bento set’ is an outcome of

to an Ethnic Precinct, from a horse-bus public transport route to an
arterial road serving 50,000 diesel-powered bus passengers every
week. Dominion Road has changed dramatically over the course
of Auckland’s history. The diversity of ethnic culture demonstrated in
the cuisines and its well-established public transport facility are two key
components that set apart Dominion Road from other arterial roads within
Auckland. These two facts provided inspiration to this project to ‘amplify’
and celebrate Auckland’s ethnic diversity drawing on Mark Schuster’s writing
on ephemeral urbanism. This results in the proposition of ephemeral street
food and ethnic cultural festivals to be established on Dominion Road. These
ephemeral events are designed to activate public spaces with the usage of
the existing (buses) and the future (light rail) public transport.

numerous iteration based on the New Zealand’s trailer compliances, height
relativity to the existing street front and Asian street food cooking and dining
styles. The specifically designed module for ‘food’ can also be utilised as stalls
to offer ‘non-food’ products.

The importance of the ethnic community support has led the project to
strategically locate the different street food events and festivals close to
their existing ethnic support areas. The different festival sizes and the
requirement for them to grow are resolved with the different combination of
site typologies, namely the road, the roadside carpark, the side street and the
laneway. The numerous side streets along the existing linear organization of
Dominion Road allows for the re-circulation of the traffic flow through short
‘detour’ to ensure transportation is not too adversely affected during the
event.  

The various research approaches applied in this study have facilitated the
design of the ‘bento set’ structure to enable ephemeral cultural activities to
be established on Dominion Road. Ultimately, through the design, food and
culture is celebrated in a way that enriches not only the experience of the
locals in the area but contributes to the wider Auckland community.
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